The Colors of Our Lives

Madi See had a fun season with the Girls Swim Team. Maddie Mills took the reins of the FCA and ran with them.

Melissa Felkey was signed to Eastern Michigan's softball team. Jake Ringer won the cheerleading MVP.

Ashlynne Abraham was involved in shows at the TCA and the Croswell Opera House.
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The Colors

Famous Author Robert Fulghum once said, "We could learn a lot from crayons; some are sharp, some are pretty, some are dull, while others are bright, some have weird names, but they all have learned to live together in the same box." Students have learned this lesson. Though all of the students came from different spectra of the color wheel and saw the world in a different light, they were able to work together in sports, clubs, and the classroom to make THS a better school. Whether they were cheering in the stands, decked out in patriotic ORANGE and BLACK, ROSY cheeked from giving a game all they had, or a bit GREEN while looking at the cafeteria lunches, the colors of our lives blend together to form one united school.
DEPARTITION

Throughout the year, the Colors of our lives and degrees of their entrance into the adult world, proudly turned their ORANGE tassels to the other side for a little after that, but at graduation, the seniors beautifully created "ocean," the excitement died down blue bubbles of a then came from within un "under the sea" theme that some students' faces on the verge of turning purple. But news of budget cuts and schedule changes had receded and little YELLOW dandelions started popping the chilly temperatures and were elected when the snow while, the students (and teachers) had had enough of while, the students' (and teachers) had had enough of PINK cheeks after hours of sledging. After a harsh one, and the students enjoyed numerous snow days including a three-day cancellation due to a nasty storm. The kids took advantage of the day off, and ice storm. The kids took advantage of the day off, and the winter was gave way to a WHITE blanket of snow. The winter was a bit BLUE when told that they would not be sent home were thankful that destruction was avoided, some were were different. The students' faces in the jungle. Student's faces were different and show Homecoming festivities. Classes worked together to the ORANGE t-shirts and face paint of the this school year was an interesting one. It began with
Studying Hard and Discovering a Passion
THS prided itself on academic excellence. We continuously achieved the highest ACT scores in the county, and with the help of a great staff, many students were able to earn grades that were much higher than they expected. But that was not the most important part of the academic side of High School. It was also important to the school that its students be able to find and pursue their passions. Whether it be in choir, band, orchestra, web design, art, photography, etc., the students were encouraged to go outside their comfort zones and explore something new. Teachers directed students to participate in extra-curricular activities such as National Art Honor Society, Jazz Band, T-Tones, and Media Club. It was this push that allowed students to blossom into talented individuals with the drive and the passion to chase their dreams.
Academic Awards

Art
Art & Design: Isaac Bhatena, Abby Blayer, Suzan Fagan, Taylor Orr, Katrina Pisarski, Kali Snead, Tawni Vollmer, Marie Wallich, Andrea Wells; Ceramics: Jacob Ahrens, Katherine Flint, Nicole Williams; Drawing: Cristina Cote, Kaitlyn Kinsey, Jamie Brimm, Victor Tran; Photography: Miles Grandstaff, Carolyn Trombino; Sculpture: Alike Kendrek, Miranda Mullins

Business & Computer Technology
Accounting: Colin Cook, Casey Deere, Courtney Hong, Collin Lesko, Shannon Peake, Rachel Waite; Computer Applications: Kylie Marceau, Dominique Shelle; Introduction to Business: Jacob Brazil, Spencer DeLand, Ashley O'Leary, Nina Orloski, Jared Powell

Career & Applied Technology
CAD: Cyrus Furbush, Cullen Haesler, Anneka Hart, Ryan Holgate, Daniel Kurtz Jr., Stephanie Oldiek, Nathaniel Darling, Brent Mostowy, Nicholas Merrell, James Hawkins; Career Exploration: Ariele Aughenbaugh, Ashley Langer, Kelsey Monahan, Rachel Wahl; Construction Technology: Nicholas Jamieson; Electronics: Aaron Brehmke, Anthony Lesko, Benjamin Myers, Ryan Schiller; Fabrication & Design: Kyle Braunschneider, Emily Heckerthorn, Adam Liske, Tim Mostowy, Mathias Renz, Tim Sisty, Tawni Vollmer; Home Improvement: Nicholas Fazekas, Alexander Fazekas, Brent Mostowy

English

Mathematics

Vocal Music
Holly Klauke, Wade Ondrovic, Cody Anderson, Sarah Neill, Kayla Henry, Amber Osburn, Bryan Gilhey, Emily Kennedy, Brandon Derby, Caleb Pilebeam, Danielle Rudisill, Kendra Sloan

Instrumental Music
Jessica Cory, Courtney Steger, Andrew Collings, Murielle Rine, Amelia Balinski, Colleen Roberts, Christine Goss, Stephanie Oldiek, Tyler Hopkins, Amy Welke

Social Studies
World History: Benjamin Ankluin, Jacob Brazil, Kelly Clarahan, Cameron Clarke, Jessica Cory, Cullen Haesler, Jacob Knepper, Daniel Kurtz Jr., Carleen LaPlant, Lesley Li, Benjamin Myers, Zachary Robertson, Timothy Robinson, Caroline Roehm, Anna Scherlitz, Andra Wells; US History: Jacob Britt, Kaitlyn Kinsey, Adam Kirkendall, Anthony Lesko, Michael Moody, Brent Mostowy, Alexander Swindle, Zoe Wager; US History III: Middle School, Adam Kirkendall, Adam Truss, Kaylin Randolph, Allison Reeder, Nicole Wielwierczuk; AP US History: Brittany Ames, Amelia Balinski, Ashley O'Leary; Government: Samuel Davitt, Spencer DeLand, Kegan Jenkins, Emily Kennedy, Emily Snider; AP Government: Paul Travis, Travis Wagner; Psychology: Jenna Clarkson, Brooke Garner, Kelsi Malcolm, Nick Nowak

Science

Physical Education

Languages & Cultures
French: Jessica Cory, Matthew Haeussler, Kyle Lagore, Carleen LaPlant, Andrew Sokol, Jacob Britt, Eric Eldred, Sarah Hoag, Alex Janecek, Leiah Kapnick, Nathaniel Haeussler, Kristal Henry; Spanish: Keisha Batra, Tristan Burkhard, Mackenzie Foss, Tristan Heat, Daniel Kurtz Jr., Andrea Wells, Ariele Aughenbaugh, Amelia Balinski, Abigail Hanson, Allison Keffner, Emily Kennedy
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The Teachers Who Shaped

The THS staff played a large part in shaping the lives of their students. Whether it was a helping hand or a sharp admonition, the staff was always there to lead the students on their way to a higher education and fulfilling careers. Some of the most memorable members of the staff included Mr. Novak, Mr. Ferwerda, Mrs. Madgwick, and Mr. DeWeese. Mr. Novak kept his classes engaged with corny jokes and games of "Simon Says." The same old jokes had been working for years, and when he said, "Then I said to myself, "Self, . . ." the students would hang on every word. Mr. Ferwerda was also a teacher who knew how to entertain a crowd. His methane bubble experiments were always a favorite of the chemistry students. Having a teacher who could hold fire and not get burned was fascinating. Mrs. Madgwick was the teacher who was never afraid to broach a sensitive topic. In her AP Government class, the students often discussed the legal parameters of drugs, prostitution, and other interesting subjects. No child who left her classroom was sheltered from the real world, and they were better educated because of that. Mr. DeWeese was one of the most loved teachers at THS. He was very popular with the choir students and headed an all-male a capella group called T-Tones. THS was a school filled with dedicated teachers who were part of what made the THS experience so "colorful."
Tecumseh High School was graced with the presence of multiple exchange students from all over the world. Luisa Moek, Martinas Akstinas, Mathias Renz, Carlos Heredia-Ruiz, Dennis VanBalen, and Jacques Strohschein traveled from afar to embark on American life. The various reasons for their travels differ, but all of them have ended up here, in this little town of Tecumseh, to better their English and to experience our day-to-day life.

Customs were a shock to some. Luisa shared that the holidays are similar but are celebrated slightly differently, which comes as no surprise. She also says that back home in Germany, she was not accustomed to attending school dances such as the holiday dance or prom. Common events like these are second nature to us here in America; it's interesting to learn that it's new territory to others.

Overall, the exchange students bring bright personalities to the hallways at school. Their host families can agree that they are full of spunk and enthusiasm for their new-found experiences. At first, many were shy and out of their comfort zone, shocker? But as the school year progressed, they grew out of their shells and developed bonds with many of the students here at THS.

1. Discovering new passions and sharing old ones.
2. Participating in school and after-school activities.
3. Hanging out with new friends and second families.
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ART
Nicole Williams – Nov.
Jake Ahrens – Nov.
Jamie Brimm – Dec.
Victor Tran – Dec.
Eliza Haponek – Jan.
Miranda Mullins – Feb.
Kali Snead – Feb.
Sarah Sailus – Mar.
Hannah Weatherford – Mar.
Suzan Fagan – Apr.
Cody Anderson – Apr.
Olivia O’Connell – May
Carolyn Trombino – May

BUSINESS
Brittany Ames – Nov.
Justin Monahan – Nov.
Zachari Gorowski – Dec.
Samantha Diehl – Feb.
Max Patterson – Feb.
Nicole Keller – Mar.
Nicholas Merrell – Mar.
Amber Osburn – Apr.
Tyler Quass – Apr.
Lindzy Ziegler – May
Zach Horn – May

TECH
Jonathan Collins – Nov.
Brent Mostowy – Nov.
Daniel Kurtz – Dec.
Ryan Holgate – Dec.
Tawni Vollmer – Jan.
Cyrus Furbush – Feb.
Stephanie Oldeck – Feb.
Alexander Fazekas – Mar.
Andrew Millner – Mar.
Anneka Hart – Apr.
Nicholas Merrell – Apr.
Nicholas Jamieson – May
Michael Moody – May

MUSIC
Sarah Neill – Nov.
Brandon Derby – Nov.
Catherine Pilbeam – Dec.
Nate Bagby – Feb.
Alexi Schnur – Feb.
Alicia Miller – Mar.
Christine Goss – Apr.
Andrew Collings – Apr.
Kayla Henry – May
Jalen Jennings – May

ENGLISH
Jessica Foss – Nov.
Travis Wagner – Nov.
Jared Powell – Dec.
Stephanie Oldeck – Dec.
Jacob Knepper – Jan.
McKenna Schoenberger – Jan.
Sarah Hoag – Feb.
Richard Lindsay III – Feb.
Keisha Batra – Mar.
Max Patterson – Mar.
Anna Scherlitz – Apr.
Matthew Haussler – Apr.
Jessica Cory – May
Kyle LaGore – May

SOCIAL STUDIES
Sarah Tritt – Nov.
Paul Burns – Nov.
Benjamin Myers – Dec.
Travis Wagner – Jan.
Caroline Rohm – Feb.
Daniel Kurtz – Feb.
Jessica Cory – Mar.
Jacob Hilton – Mar.
McKenna Schoenberger – Apr.
Devin J. Moore – Apr.
Makayla Spencer – May
Alec Lacelle – May
**Health/P.E.**

Kelsey Berrington – Nov.
Jacob Moore – Nov.
Michelle Koch – Dec.
Travis Wagner – Dec.
Evan O'Connell – Feb.
Jennifer Staelgraeve – Feb.
Taiyler Cline – Mar.
Daniel Kurtz – Mar.
Ashley Russell – Apr.
Tyler Quass – Apr.
Devin Waynick – May
Haleigh Vidalez – May

**Science**

Renee Armstrong – Nov.
Cyrus Furbush – Nov.
Amy Welke - Dec.
Travis Wagner – Jan.
Stephanie Oldeck – Jan.
Michael Moody – Feb.
Carleen Laplant – Feb.
Arielle Aughenbaugh – Mar.
Cody Anderson – Mar.
Christine Goss – Apr.
Takumi Ogata – Apr.
Carleen LaPlant – May
Wade Ondrovick – May

**Life Skills**

Amy Welke – Nov.
Josh Trigaux – Nov.
Jessica Cory – Dec.
Jacob Brazil – Dec.
Julia Harpel – Feb.
Shannon Peake – Mar.
Patrick Doan – Mar.
Ashley Benedict – Apr.
Emily Maves – Apr.
Katrina Pisarski – May
Brittany Ames – May

**Foreign Language**

Bess Barnes – Nov.
Alexander Swindle – Nov.
Kylee Rowlson – Dec.
Benjamin Vannatter – Dec.
Nicole Keller – Jan.
Travis Wagner – Jan.
Ariana Behm – Feb.
Alden Eubanks – Feb.
Taylor Orr – Mar.
Anthony Lesko – Mar.
Ariana Behm – Apr.
Nicholas Merrell – Apr.
Trevor Moore – May
Murielle Rine – May

**Math**

Jenna Clarkson – Nov.
Arielle Aughenbaugh – Nov.
Cyrus Furbush – Dec.
Jessica Foss – Dec.
Katherine Flint – Jan.
Raquel Champion – Feb.
Courtenay Higgins – Feb.
Lindzy Ziegler – Mar.
Jessica Foss – Mar.
Genevieve Nowak – Apr.
Drew Grimm – Apr.
Christine Goss – May
Stephanie Oldeck – May
The Clubs and Organizations at THS were what really gave the student body character. Whether they wanted to expand their knowledge of math, science, art, robotics, or make a difference in their community, students had the opportunity to join a club that would help them to do so. Some students even went as far as to revive clubs that had previously died out. Marissa Martin and Allie Merritt re-founded the S.A.D.D. club and organized an entire day dedicated to preventing destructive decisions on Prom night. Other clubs such as NHS volunteered at community events like Tour de Tecumseh, which sponsored the Community Arts of Tecumseh. Ambition and selflessness are two of the reasons that the THS Indians not only improved themselves, but also improved the community around them.
Summing it all up... Equations

Playing Mind Games

Equations is a competitive club in which students play math-based games in meets. The Equations team was very successful this year and won every meet. Mrs. Shepherd was the coach and advisor for the club. Jacob Kelley and Andrew Kruse were the top players over the entire season, with Kelley ahead by just one point. The team was the best in the county, and they might possibly be the best in the state. It should come as no surprise as Kelley won the Trig-Star math competition for the state last year. Kruse has locked down at least four first place championships himself. The team that competes for the championships is Team One, comprised of Kelley, Kruse, Taylor Robinson, Justin Monahan, and Tom Craig.

Naturally, the team had to practice before they could compete. They took time from Seminar to brush up on their skills, and occasionally they goofed off, too. "My favorite part of practice is probably seeing how far we can push Mrs. Shepherd before she freaks out on us," Kruse jokes.

Luckily, the team is good enough that they can joke around for a while before they actually practice. This shows how talented our school is in the math department. Those who were willing to take time out of their day to play a math game proved themselves to be dedicated math students.

The Equations students showed off their smarts this year, and along the way they were able to win a few tournaments.

All teams earned First Place in their divisions at the County Super Tournament held at the LISD. (front) Levi Masse, Taylor Robinson, Andrew Kruse; (kneeling) Justin Monahan, Mrs. Shepherd; (back) Timothy Soules, Tom Craig, Alden Eubanks, Victor Tran, Colin Anderson, Alexi Schnur, Jacob Kelley, Alicia Miller, Allie Gilbert, Kelsey Tuberville, Grace Burnett

Division 1: Jacob Kelley, Justin Monahan, Tom Craig, Alden Eubanks, Andrew Kruse
Division 2: Timothy Soules, Victor Tran, Taylor Robinson, Colin Anderson, Alexi Schnur
Division 3: Levi Masse, Alicia Miller, Allie Gilbert, Grace Burnett, Kelsey Tuberville
Fellowship of Christian Athletes

FCA stands for Fellowship of Christian Athletes. This club was run by five students: Madison Mills, Tyler Bryan, Caleb Hughes, Merissa McClure, and Stephen Bilotta. Mr. Linde was the advisor. The club’s motto was 2 Timothy 4:17 which reads, “But the Lord stood at my side and gave me strength, so that through me the message might be fully proclaimed and all the Gentiles might hear it.”

Mills said, “We know that we can’t do anything by ourselves, because without God we are nothing. He gives us strength, and it is our job to make disciples of all nations and give the glory to Him, so this is why we thought this verse was so important this year as we’re striving to share the gospel and live our faith out loud here at THS.”

Every meeting consisted of a fun game or skit, a lesson, a video, and small group time. This year at the first football game, FCA helped serve pizza and pop to the THS staff for their “tailgate.” On September 22, 2010, FCA hosted the event “See You at the Pole.” They joined millions of students around the world for the “Global Day of Student Prayer” as they stood around the flag pole.

Their focus was to pray for the school year, the teachers, their peers, the government, or any other prayer requests. FCA also hosted their 2nd annual 5k run/walk event on May 14. It was raining again this year, but they did not let that stop them. They had lots of prizes and t-shirts that were donated for them to give away from local businesses around town. All the money they earned went to the Maurice Spears Campus because they wanted to help other teens in the community.

1. Marissa McClure (in white) tells the group how to play a game.
2. Madison Mills instructs the group on how to hold hands for the game.
3. Bailey Jacobs (left,) Crystal Gehr (middle,) and Greg Park (right) join the human knot in a demonstrative game.
Morgan Monahan, Mr. Harsh, Kelsey Berrington, Brooke Garner, Sam Diehl, Anne Mammel, Megan Marko, Allie Bateman, Matthew Haeussler, Zoe Melnyk, Nicole Lipnichan, Taylor McClinchey, Jessica Foss, Marie Wallich, Jenessa Steuwe, Claire McCrate, Carly Tillotson, Courtney Steger, Rachel Waite, Alixe Kendrek, Erica Steuwe, and Amber Osburn

Leaders on the Field and in the Community

The Varsity club's members were all participants in varsity sports or music groups. But that was not the only requirement for being in this organization. The members of Varsity Club were all leaders who took pride in helping their teams, their school, and their community, and that is what drove them to make a difference in the lives of others. Together they used their leadership skills to work on community service projects like cleaning public roads. It took a lot of bravery to rummage through all the garbage out there. The group also raked leaves throughout the community.

The leaders of the club were Brooke Garner, Erica Steuwe, and Jenessa Steuwe. The trio managed the club quite well and kept everyone motivated to help their community and fellow students. The club made its members into better teammates and better citizens, and it also made Tecumseh a better place to live.
NATIONAL ART HONOR SOCIETY

National Art Honor Society (NAHS) was a club for art students who were passionate about art and their community. They volunteered at various events, such as the annual art exhibit here at THS. The president of the club was Victor Tran, and the advisors were Ms. Beagle and Mrs. Mensing. This year, due to changes in leadership, the club got a late start. This did not stop the club from reaching out to those interested in continuing their future in the art department.

Here at THS, there were many art classes to take as electives, something that not many other schools offered. The participants were required to have completed a year in an art class to become a member of NAHS, which was not hard to manage with all the options.

This year, members of NAHS helped organize the 50th annual Art Show. Their hard work and efforts were displayed, along with the artwork of many other high school students, in May.

The students involved in this club were very passionate about art. Tran said, "Art, for some people, is the reason they get up every day. It is much more than just a hobby; it is an entire lifestyle in which a person can express their emotion in something other than words."

Tran, along with the rest of the participants, were disappointed about the recent cuts to the art department, but they were very proud of the artwork that was displayed at the Art Show. Tran said, "Even though it was smaller than in previous years, the quality in the pieces shown were fantastic. The school can do all it wants to the art program, but it won't stop us students from creating incredible pieces of work. The best part was seeing all of the teachers' and students' reactions to all the work. It made me smile to see so many appreciate the work we put into our artwork..." and they sure deserved the success because they worked really hard. Tran said, "The process was a little stressful. The matting process and whatnot was rather irritating, and putting ceramic pieces into place was pretty nerve wracking due to the scare of breaking them. I did a lot of security and painted pedestals. It was not too bad, got to wander around and enjoy the artwork while still making sure visitors didn't do something they shouldn't have."

The group put a lot into their art and the show. They all loved promoting art and were happy to see others getting involved. Tran said, "My favorite piece was this simple pine cone drawn by a student from Art & Design. The intricate shadows and proportions were spectacular for an Art & Design freshman."

1. NAHS President Victor Tran, 2. Brooke Bates, and 3. Megan Delisle help hang projects for display in the 50th annual Art Show.
A Place for Acceptance

Gay/Straight Alliance (GSA) was a newer club formed by Chelsea Pyzik in the 2009-2010 school year. Sophomore leaders Kendra King and Breeanne Breeding brought GSA to a new level. The club was described as "a safe haven for anyone and everyone that felt like coming to a meeting, either to talk about problems or to support others with their problems," by sophomore member Kailey Russell. Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender (LGBT) students found themselves turning to GSA for guidance.

GSA touched on many historic LGBT topics, such as Harvey Milk, bullying, suicide, homophobia, and many others. This helped GSA members (LGBT or not) find themselves. GSA became a family environment. The participants felt safe and at "home," together. It helped many students out of really rough patches in their lives. Several members recalled the bullying meeting because every student could understand and relate to what they were saying, Breeding said, "You could feel the emotion in the room."

GSA provided new knowledge and comfort with meetings and support groups once a month. Several students talked about their own problems and experiences as LGBT with the members of GSA, who provided advice or an ear to listen to what they had to say. Sexual orientation can be a confusing thing as a teenager, and GSA was there to help students figure it out. When asked about her participation in the club, Russell said, "As cheesy as it sounds, GSA helped me find out who I am."
We want to get the information out there so students know how much these issues are affecting our world, and hopefully they will be inspired to change these demographics. -Allie Merritt
On Monday, January 10, twelve students came to school wearing medals, ribbons, and lab coats. Joy was obvious on their faces, for the highly awaited competition had come and gone over the weekend. This competition was Science Olympiad, a Tri-county contest that pits students' inventions, wits, and general knowledge against each other. The group of students had been meeting every few days in Mr. Harsh's room during the second half of Seminar, along with meeting outside of school to work on some of the more difficult events.

Although some might think the meeting would be boring, there was no shortage of fun ideas. The lab coat was a fun way to pass the last day. Everyone thanked Krystal Henry for purchasing the coats and bringing in the tie-dye. The colors made Tecumseh stick out in a way the team enjoyed. Following the theme of the coats, inventions were painted ranges of colors, had different languages written on them, and some even had glitter.

When the competition finally came on January 8, the students had a great time. An event was planned every hour, including Ecology, Optics, Sumo Bots, and Forensics. No one knew the results until the award ceremony, so the suspense was intense.

The day seemed rushed at first since it started at 9 A.M. Some people arrived late, and others had to cancel last minute, causing others to scramble to fill their spots. Things went more smoothly as the day went on, though. When someone was not competing, they sat in Mr. Harsh's classroom or wandered. In between events, the building was filled with music, planning, final tuning of inventions, panicking, re-planning, the spilling of some people's breakfast, playing with inventions, and most of all, idle chit-chat.

The final event and the award ceremony were an hour apart. Through the long wait, the team played charades, the ninja game, and duck-duck-goose, and made up a cheer for the team based on Mr. Harsh. Unfortunately, due to technical difficulties, the ceremony did not start until almost 4:30. The anticipation was high as the results were announced, but the team cheered loudly. Even though they were short six members, it did not put a damper on their spirits. When asked later, junior Krystal Henry said, "We had lots of school spirit." Tecumseh High School ended up with three fourth place ribbons, four third place medals, five second place medals, and first place medals in Technical Problem Solving and Chemistry Lab. Overall, Tecumseh High took second place, losing to Ann Arbor Green Hills High School.

The team was very excited to get second place, which is better than the school has done in five years. The seniors were overjoyed to have done so great their final year.
Honor Society President Jonathan Collins was intent on making more of a difference than the group had in past years. He reinforced community service hour requirements and promoted a good work ethic. He said, “Being a leader is much more than just telling people what to do. To me, being a leader means setting a good example,” and that is exactly what Collins did. Most of the projects took over 15 hours to plan in seminar and after school, a hefty load for a senior anxious to graduate, but Collins had fun working hard. He said, “This year, I enjoyed working with community members on projects and involving the entire NHS.”

NHS members collaborated with the TMS Builders Club this fall to run a haunted house at the Applepumpkin festival. Though it was complete chaos behind the scenes, they managed to pull off a good show. They played wounded soldiers, presidents, and widows of the civil war in the top levels of the Bidwell building, and boy was it hot. They participated in mock battles, breathing heavily with sweat dripping down their necks, and when the soldiers fell to the ground “dead,” it was also from exhaustion. It was a lot of work, but all done in the name of helping the community, so after putting smiles on many peoples faces, they were able to leave the building with a smile of their own.

NHS also sponsored the “Change for Change” fundraiser that gave students an opportunity to pie their teachers in the face in exchange for donations. The members tutored middle school kids after school as well. It was fun for them to go back to the middle school and help kids because they were really appreciative and looked up to the NHS members.

1. Mrs. Shepherd (the adviser of NHS) eats the pie she just had thrown in her face for a good cause. The NHS members collected donations for a good cause and for each “money level” the student body raised, they earned the right to pie more teachers. 2. Ms. Lemon right after being pied. She was a bit surprised by how delicious helping others could be.
Student Council organized and participated in Float Building. Here Richard Westgate and Cade Pilbeam work together on the senior float. 2. The senior float during the parade. 3. Nate Haeussler (left) and Leon Miller (right) are class officers and they run the assemblies. 4. Kelsea Kaliszuk (left) and Jessica Keller (right) assist each other at float building.

Making, Planning, and Having Fun!

"Student Council is about trying to involve everyone in the student body so they can have a good high school experience," says junior, Destiny Cook. It takes "someone who is outgoing and willing to work with others" she says, to be successful in Student Council. In addition "We’re sometimes too serious for our own good!" stated sophomore, Arielle Aughenbaugh. This year, Student council participated in Toys for Tots, Homecoming, TICWISS, and Spirit Week. To prepare for these events, meetings are held to assign committees as well as set up a general plan. To Cook, even though this year was stressful, she says that "my favorite part of this year has been getting to know the people in my seminar." Working with others obviously plays an important role in Student Council. They usually met about once a month during the school year, though there is a great deal of after-school work as well. They also planned the assemblies for the year. To get ready for an assembly, “Student Council has a meeting to plan what we need to do.” Cook said. “We usually have different committees to get the job done quicker.”

This year went by with no mishaps, no mistakes, and no muck-up in planning. This flawless performance is due, of course, to the efforts of the hard-working members of Student Council. They persevered through the stressful proceedings of the year, like Homecoming and TICWISS; they powered through charitable events, like Toys for Tots, and came through it all unscathed. It just goes to show that a group of responsible students can come together and accomplish amazing things if they set their minds to it. Here’s hoping next year goes just as well.
Welcome to

Homecoming, The Halloween Dance, The Holiday Dance, TICWSS, Prom, After Prom, The Senior Mystery Trip, and Graduation. The events that break up the droll of school and bring life to the hallways and bleachers. They were something to look forward to while sitting under a pile of homework, and will be something to look back on when we leave High School behind. These events brought the student body together to decorate and celebrate.
1. Nate Hawkins talks with friends as he waits for the warnings to end so that he and his classmates may return to class. 2. Students make their way up the steps to their classrooms once the warnings were finally called off. 3. Students carry their books to the designated safe area, but they were used more for entertainment than head protection. 4. Kids huddle together while waiting outside the school during a fire drill. 5. Students hurry down the stairs to exit the high school during a fire drill. 6. Students joke about the extremely stressed out Ms. LeBar. 7. Students line up at the edge of the High School driveway during a fire drill.

**Avoiding Disaster**

School safety was very important. After the bomb threats that the school experienced a few years ago, security was stepped up, the ID policy was implemented and drills were taken more seriously.

The students were not big fans of the IDs, but the staff insisted that it would help identify people that did not belong in the building. However, the kids that were thrown out due to lack of identification did not agree that they were a threat to the safety of the student body. They were especially skeptical that it made any difference because many students were able to go weeks without the authorities noticing that they did not have their ID. To the kids, the policy was just another hassle that came with High School, but overall, most people complied with the rule whether or not they realized the merit of it.

But THS did have a legitimate tornado scare this year. The students scurried out of their A5 classes into the designated “safe” areas. The students that were eating lunch were rather displeased to have been taken away from their meals, and the rest of the students were either concerned for their safety or bored out of their minds. School counselor Ms. LeBar went around and tried to get everyone to sit quietly and face the wall, but that did not go over too well with a bunch of rowdy teenagers that were all asking, hopefully, if they would be sent home early. They were given a sharp, “No.” and told to stop asking.

Most kids either talked with their friends or read whatever book they had taken with them to cover their heads. But overall, the students were happy to have avoided the disaster that tornadoes bring.

Anna George reads as she waits for the tornado warning to subside.
FLOAT BUILDING

1. Senior Michelle Curtis wrestles with wires underneath the float.
2. Senior Cade Pilbeam frowns as she hands over the balloon.
3. Junior Peyton Farinha paints the gold fish a bowl.

HARD WORK  GREAT FUN

It was not an easy task to build a float in one week, but it was manageable for Tecumseh High School students. A large number of students showed up at noon, ready to put in some hard work and get their hands dirty. On the first Saturday of float building, the students came into the bus garage with a bunch of supplies and a trailer. At any other time of the year it would be slow and quiet; however, during homecoming week, the bus garage turned into a hectic and crowded place. Many students complained that doing all floats in one place made it harder to keep secrets and surprise other students, and that was true; however, it really brought us all together. Float building didn’t just bring the individual classes together, though; it brought all the classes together as a school.

When students stepped into the bus garage, they heard things like, “Can you hold this part?” or “Can we borrow this tool?” It made students realize how much they depended on each other to be successful. There was still a competition going on and some smack talk and gossip about stealing ideas.

Painting, pomping, hammering, and gluing were all a part of the float building process, along with students being attacked by paint and glue. Students rarely went home without some paint on them. The winning floats were announced during the homecoming game halftime. The seniors came in first followed by juniors, sophomores, and freshmen.

Sarah Neil gets a bit of paint on herself as she coats the mountain on the seniors’ homecoming float.

Freshman Jessica Keller works on the metal mesh that makes up the frame of the freshman class float.

Freshman Shelby Day colors in the orange character from Dr. Seuss’s The Foot Book, the Class of 2014’s float theme.

Sophomore Nicole Greene adds the final touches to a phrase that was painted on the Class of 2013’s float.
The pep rally, parade, dance, and football game are some of Tecumseh High School's events on homecoming day. Filled with excitement and school spirit, kids showed up with class shirts and smiles on Friday morning, ready for a day of fun activities. This year, football coach and physical education teacher, Mr. Mensing, led the “Go Indians” cheer that was formerly led by Mr. Schmidt, who retired last year. Mensing was not nervous to be in front of the whole student body and suspected that the students and staff enjoyed his version of the cheer, although he was winded after putting so much energy into getting us pumped up for the game. As for the attempted flip that concluded the cheer, it was his version of the cartwheel that Mr. Schmidt used to do after the cheer in his early years at THS. Senior Sean Cox said, “Mensing did the cheer well, but I miss Schmidt’s more laid-back version that still got us excited for the game.” Mensing plans to carry out the “Go Indians” cheer tradition for future assemblies and considers himself the new “cheerleader”... without the skirt.

Junior Nate Haeussler untangles his leg from the hula hoop while holding hands with Andrew Esty. The object of the game was to move the hula hoop down and back the line of people while holding hands before the other classes did. It made for some pretty awkward stances and a lot of laughs.

Sophomores Colleen Roberts, Kylie Hill, and Paige Cadmus put all their strength into pulling the tug-of-war rope. This was the most competitive game at the Homecoming Pep Rally. It was the seniors who ultimately won this challenge.

Junior Chad McClinchey proudly shows his whipped cream-covered face. In this game, participants were presented with a plate of whipped cream that had gummy bears hidden inside. They had to remove the gummy bears without using their hands. The fastest grade won.

Senior Sarah Sallows laughs before twirling around with her forehead placed on the bat and racing toward the other side of the gym. She was followed by Jacob Kelley, Erica Steuwe, and CJ Horn in this wacky relay. The others had to do things like keep a balloon in the air.
Homecoming Night

From the Field
Homecoming was THE most exciting game of the year, but for seniors who realized their high school careers were finally coming to an end, the event brought out some mixed emotions. Tecumseh senior football player, Cody Ross, was sad that this was his last high school homecoming. Although they had practiced against Dexter's plays and tried to keep a confident attitude throughout the game, the Tecumseh Indians lost 19-26. Despite the loss, the game was fun, just like it had been for Ross for the last four years. Ross said, "Me personally, I don't think I could have done much more to change the outcome of the game because I played pretty good."

From the Jungle
Hours after the parade, students returned to the school on the crisp September night to cheer the football team to a win. A junior in the jungle, Megan Marko, was one of the many students there to support the team. As for her knowledge of the game, she understood what was going on the majority of the time, thanks to her experiences on the powder puff team, but she was mostly there to enjoy a night out with friends. She said, "It's sad to see high school going by so fast, but it's also exciting." The jungle is rowdy and crowded, but to Tecumseh High School students, it is a tradition and a place to gather that is loved by all. Marko enjoys the themes that change from week to week.

Welcoming Back
The Varsity football team lines up to honor their country as the National Anthem plays through the speakers before the game.

The Tecumseh Indians
Jacob Goudy, Gavin Burstall, and Caleb Armstrong emerge at the front of the pack after busting through the Indians' Homecoming banner.

Brad Vannatter sneaks around the back of the line
Two more varsity players join the pile-up.
Sam Davitt punts one more time with feeling.
Every year, girls have the chance to play football and represent their classes. Seniors play the sophomores in the first round. After that game, the juniors play the freshmen. After the first round, the winners of both games face each other to determine the PowderPuff Champion.

In the first game, seniors - coached by Matt Napieralski, Spencer DeLand, Caleb Armstrong, and Gavin Burstall - overpowered the sophomores - coached by Sage Rebottaro, Cole Amstutz, John Terry, and Nick Coffin - 22-0. On the first play, Ashley Russell handed off the ball to Kaylene Kasper, and Kasper reversed the ball to Shannon Peake who scored a touchdown. After that, the sophomores were unable to get any closer than 10 yards away from the goal line.

In the second game, the juniors - coached by George Preston, Zack Lorraine, Jared Powell, and Brad Vannatter - won 16-6 against the freshmen, who competed remarkably well against the quick juniors. The juniors were able to pull through though, and made it to the championship game.

In the final game, the seniors beat the juniors 8-6. The seniors scored first in the first half and completed a two-point conversion. The juniors controlled the ball for 7½ minutes and scored a touchdown. They were unsuccessful in their two-point conversion attempt, and the seniors stayed ahead by two. The seniors kept the lead for the remainder of the game and won.
The Halloween Dance was hosted by the Media Club in an effort to raise money for the publication of the school's newspaper, *The Drumbeat*, and the yearbook. The club participants spent all day creating a "Haunted Locker Room" entrance to the dance. As students walked through, they were startled as the walls seemed to come alive. The dance was slow to start, but with tables of food and a bounce house, they had fun.

Half-way through the dance, the DJs stopped the music for a costume contest. Everyone who wanted to participate in a category showed off their costume and three judges (teachers) voted on which student/group would win a free yearbook.

The students at THS had a pretty good time at the Halloween Dance, and the money raised from it helped provide *The Drumbeat* at no cost to the students.
1. Tabetha Tinsley came as Thing 1 accompanied by her friend Breanna Colf who wore a corresponding Thing 2 costume. The two enjoyed their night as Dr. Seuss characters.
2. Derek Martin parties hard atop his friend Jake Kimerer. Thomas O'Neil (right) watches and laughs at his hilarious friends. The guys got a little rowdy, but the adults decided to let them have their fun.
3. (left to right) Jason Gilbey as Batman, Kylie Marceau as a Rubik's Cube, Hugo Mendoza as a Werewolf, Brandon Rodgers as himself, and Leon Miller as a railroad worker.
4. Ginny Holly and Danielle Nelson came together as pirates.
5. Paige Watkins (left), Courtney Buritch (middle), and Hunter Buritch (right) coordinated their costumes as characters from the Flintstones. Paige was Pebbles, Courtney was Wilma, and Hunter was Fred.
BREAKFAST OF CHAMPIONS

1. Students gather around the butter and syrup table. 2. Alyse Wuebben smiles as she heads toward her table to enjoy the fruits of her hard work. 3. William Ankle high-fives Principal Griff Mills as he receives his certificate of achievement. 4. Erin Landstrom enjoys her pancakes. 5. Kari Elkins (left) and Courney LaVoy (right) drizzle syrup on their pancakes. 6. Kaitlyn Randolph sits at a table with her friends and enjoys the fantastic breakfast she worked so hard to earn.

A SWEET-TOOTH FOR SUCCESS

The Breakfast of Champions is a special breakfast for students who receive high grades. The first session is for students who have a GPA of 3.0-3.49 and the second is for students with a GPA of 3.5-4.0. The students are rewarded for their high grades with a breakfast prepared by King Pancake, and a certificate of achievement. Principal Mills was all smiles and high-fives as he proudly rewarded the top achieving students in the school. The students enjoyed the break from studying and the time they were able to share with their academic equivalents while eating delicious pancakes smothered in syrup. The certificates are also a nice thing for parents to collect, put up on the fridge, or show off at a grad party.
Gobble Gobble Gobble
1. Mr. Mejia serving up the ball. 2. Austin Austermiller soars above the net to hit the ball into the teacher's court for a kill. 3. Kyle Hooper (left) blocks Mr. Greene's hit and sent the ball right back into the teacher's court. 4. The Turkey Tournament Champions. 5. Mrs. Musselman passes the ball to her fellow teachers.
1. Zach Lorraine chats while Jessica Campbell beams at the camera.
2. A group of enthusiastic students add much energy to the holiday festivities.
3. Mr. Niles shows off some of his other "training" as he "conducts" students in appropriate behavior for the evening. (Sorry, too many puns to ignore!)
4. A couple lines up to dance in a smaller group.
5. Renee Armstrong shows how to enjoy every genre of music, with style.
BEHIND THE CURTAIN

Ashlynn Abraham waits for the rest of the girls to finish doing their hair and makeup. Adam Spreeman, sporting his sophisticated costume, shows off his chick-magnet stance while Patrick McAran and Alden Eubanks get ready in the background.

Jillian Travis applies last minute makeup before joining the pre-dress rehearsal party in the boys' changing room. Here the cast turn their changing room into a club, blast music, and begin to dance and grind. One thing is certain, not only do this cast know how to put on a play, they know how to party!

The TYT show Tomb with a View was not only fun to watch, but also fun to perform. The show was a comedy thriller about the sinister Tomb family awaiting the will-reading of their late father. With each family member about to receive millions of pounds, it is no surprise that when mysterious murders begin, foul play is suspected. As the story unravels, the audience can't help but fall in love with this cast of misfits and possible killers.

There’s Marcus Tomb, a man who thinks he is Julius Caesar himself, played by senior Patrick McAran (2). Hamilton Penworthy, the shifty lawyer with an agenda of his own, is played by senior Leon Miller (3 right). Lucien Tomb, a wannabe scientist, is played by senior Alden Eubanks. Dora Tomb, a bumbling character brewing up dangerous concoctions and burying not just secrets in the gardens, is played by sophomore Jillian Travis. Emily Tomb, the masculine and brutally honest one in the show, is played by junior Courtney Lavoy. Anne Franklin, Marcus’ seemingly innocent nurse who has some secrets of her own, is played by junior Linda Hanes (2). Agatha Hammond, the maid of the house who tries to keep everyone in line, is played by senior Ashlynn Abraham. Freda Mountjoy, a writer from London who is being left all the money, is played by senior Caitlin Dunlap (3 middle). Perry Potter, Freda’s quiet but lovable assistant, is played by senior Adam Spreeman (1,4). Monica Tomb, a character with loose morals who tries to seduce Perry, is played by junior Alize Kendrek (1). Last but not least, rounding off the cast is the butler who steals the show by flitting between scenes and adding comedy of his own, played by sophomore Matt Maki (3 left).
A Truly Great Production

Exceptionally talented student thespians dedicated many hours to putting on the show *Little Shop of Horrors*, affectionately shortened to *Little Shop*. The horror-comedy delighted audiences, but more importantly, was a fantastic and memorable production for the cast. They bonded well, and despite the chunk rehearsals took out of homework and free time, the cast was excited to come to each practice. The stage gave them a place to display their talents, meet new friends, and add a bit of comic relief to their stressful teenage lives. Sophomore Erica Buechele said, “Theater is an important thing to promote within schools because it lets people express themselves in an environment where people won’t judge them. It also promotes working together to make something great.”

And make it great they did! Matt Maki played the botanist, Seymour, who happens upon a strange plant (voiced by Bryan Gilbay.) The plant brought Seymour fame and fortune, but it’s less-than-tasteful appetite puts those close to Seymour in jeopardy. The audiences were riveted by the portrayal of such a troubled young man.

Backstage Drama

Erica Buechele (Top) and Jordyn Norkey (Bottom) come backstage after the last scene of the play when everyone is eaten by the plant. Backstage was really hectic while the play is being performed because the actors had to rush backstage and change before they were up again. There are often clothes flying through the air in there.

All of The Gory Details

After dress rehearsal, Erica Buechele rushed to Speedway to pick up some food without removing her stage makeup and gore from the bloody final scene. She was met with some very confused glances. But Buechele thought it was pretty funny. She said, “Going to Speedway looking like a zombie was hilarious! People looked at me pretty weirdly. It probably didn’t help that I looked tired from rehearsal and added to the zombie look.” Buechele had a lot of fun throughout the entire play, but she enjoyed the end product the most. She said, “My favorite part of *Little Shop* was definitely Tech Week. That’s when the show really comes together.” She also enjoyed hanging out with the cast at cast parties where they were finally able to relax from all their hard work.
These are the cars that not only brought us to school, but also gave us the freedom to explore the world.
FROM SWEAT TO SPARKLES

"Oh gosh, I'm so sweaty. I hope my face isn’t red" is not what the typical TICWSS queen would be thinking as she walked out in front of the cheering crowd, but basketball star turned royalty, Shannon Peake, sure was. After playing hard for two quarters of the basketball game, Peake walked out beneath the orange and black balloon arches to represent her class and find out who had won. Despite being clad in a sweaty jersey, she took home the crown. "I was really surprised and really happy. I thought, 'Oh wait, that's me!'" said Peake referring to when she was named TICWSS queen. Although she was not the cookie cutter queen, Peake was thrilled to be given the chance to represent her class. "I definitely felt honored to even be on court and represent the seniors. It was cool to have some of my friends on court with me too," said Peake.

It was a fantastic experience for Peake, but there were some nerve-wracking parts too. She said, "The scariest part was walking in my high heels at the assembly. I was so afraid that I was going to fall."

Peake was a wonderful representation of what it means to have real school spirit. She fought hard to bring Tecumseh High School a win and then managed to walk out in front of everyone at halftime, looking just as beautiful as the girls in formal dresses. Peake said, "It was a great experience, and I appreciate all of the votes I received. I look forward to coming back next year to crown the next queen!"
**Spirit Week**

The class officers and Student Council worked hard to make TICWSS a fun time for the students at THS. Each class was given a pillar of the hallway to decorate for the spirit competition (won by the seniors). Also, the class officers got together and came up with great themes for Spirit Week like Nerd Day and Plaid Day. Each day, the teachers counted the participants in each class and the class with the highest percentage of participants was announced as the daily winner. The assembly was also a great day for spirit as the classes battled each other in tug-o-war and other games.

1. Brandon Derby stands on a ladder as he hangs up a decoration for TICWSS.
2. Levi Polmcounter and Tawni Vollmer discuss how they should decorate their spirit pole.
3. Peyton Farinha tapes down the letters on the TICWSS pole.
4. Aiden Eubanks emceeing the TICWSS assembly.

1. Amber Osburn in glasses and suspenders for Nerd Day.
2. Jordyn Norkey (left) and Colleen Roberts (right) celebrate Nerd Day with taped glasses.
4. Sarah Hoag working on her homework in her plaid shirt on Plaid Day.
Our "Under the Sea" Prom theme was hosted by the junior class at Washtenaw Community College. Students gathered in groups to attend the big day on April 30. Many took professional pictures before they hit the dance floor, capturing memories before creating more. The room was filled with a blue light and white balloons representing the water and bubbles of the sea. They also had centerpieces that were bowls with goldfish swimming around a candle. Unfortunately, many of the fish met untimely deaths when some of the senior boys put them in the toilets.

When students were not dancing, they were hitting the snack bar or cooling off at the tables. The D.J. had an easy time keeping everyone on the dance floor. Songs like "Cupid Shuffle" and "Electric Slide" attracted students like sharks to chum.

Brooke Garner was named Prom Queen and Caleb Armstrong was Prom King.

As all kings and queens are required to do, they tried to dance to a song. This year's song of choice was "Teach Me How to Dougie" by Cali Swag. Students who knew how to Dougie stormed the dance floor and started the dance back up.

As the night began to come to a close, students started making their way to the doors. As they left, they grabbed their key chain pictures taken previously and a blue water bottle representing Prom. Straight from Prom, students went back to the high school to attend After Prom, which was full of fun and games for all. All students who attended, especially seniors, will always remember the 2011 Prom fondly.

1. Prom King Caleb Armstrong and Prom Queen Brooke Garner were crowned during the festivities.
2. Prom guests enjoying a laugh between dances.
3. Adam Spreeman demonstrates that he knows how to "Dougie."
4. Much like sea creatures, Prom guests display an array of colors and styles.
1. The casino room in the cafegynasatorium was a popular resting spot after a workout in the gym. Food was available here as well as a chance at fabulous prizes.
2. Some students tested their stamina on the horizontal bunjie inflatable.
3. Sam Diehl survives the bull ride...
4. ... for a while at least.
ART SHOW

A pencil drawing.

Derek East created this piece in Photography. It is titled "Take a Second Look," which you should do to compare the two photos.

Jessica Steed created this wood sculpture called "Giddy Up" by (Corner) Ceasaa Rival's black & white photo "Moss" (Photography). It

Kate Kinsey's pencil drawing "If * ou Look In the Mirror" (Drawing).

A colorful Art & Design project made from tissue and marker called "Just Bein Myself" by Jessica Tran.

Victor Tran hangs his artwork in the 55th Annual Celebration of the Arts at THS.
"Stay Gold" is a marker and colored pencil project from Drawing 1 by Jake Athens.

"Ashes," a clay sculpture by Derek Ealy (below) "Vesela's Wrath" by Peyton Faunnha is a book, paper, and wire sculpture.

Students work to hang artwork in the 50th Annual NHS Celebration of the Arts.

A Sculpture I & II project by Victor Tran.

A Mixed Media piece from Drawing II called "Mr. Incredible."

Cayla Winter reaches to hang her India ink and pencil drawing titled "Reach" (Drawing III & IV).

A black & white photograph by Cool Thompson called "Humble Beginnings" (Photography).
MYSTERY SOLVED!

The annual Senior Mystery Trip is an adventure sponsored by parents, advisors, and the school district. It is the only legitimate form of "Senior Skip Day," as seniors who attend are allowed to miss the day after the trip because it starts really early and ends really late.

This year's adventure into the unknown was a mystery even to those who planned it due to unexpected weather events that altered the trips destinations on a seemingly hourly basis. Mrs. Peake, ever the over-organized, managed to come up with a Plan B and even a Plan C as necessity called for them.

For several years students have guessed that the "mystery" would be Cedar Point. Each graduating class had been wrong. So, when it was actually true, there were few who were still guessing it after so many years of "never" going to Cedar Point.

Though the go-cart track was flooded out by rain and replaced with a movie and the evening cruise was canceled by rough seas, Cedar Point was still a go, which gave the adults time to book a rental hall, dance floor, DJ, and have food delivered.

Life is often a mystery. The class of 2011 has discovered within themselves the ability to persevere and adapt in the face of unexpected and uncontrollable conditions. Imagine that! A lesson learned on a "skip day."

(BELOW) 1. After throwing a good ball, Ashley Wheeler glances back to view her results. 2. While cold from the rain, the covered tables offer shelter for Abby Ross, Ashley Benedict and friends. 3. This looks much more comfortable than the buses we have at school. Nicole 4. The backup plan allows everyone a chance to dance, even if it's not on a cruise ship. 5. Jacob Kelley shows off his wild side... on the Merry-Go-Round. 6. Steven Wegner, Keaton Ruttinger and Randall Williams get much needed sustenance after a long adventure.
(ABOVE) 1. The 2011 Mystery Trip participants at the entrance to the final destination, Cedar Point. 2. A team gathers for a group shot before starting the bowling competition. 3. A break in the action allows for a quick game of cards between Nick Westgate, Justin Monahan and Alden Eubanks. 4. Logan Harsh and Eric Scheerer are impressed with a travel coach carrying the Tecumseh Indian name (the Indian part, anyway). 5. Students gather for a snack at the first stop on the journey: the bowling alley.
After four years of dedicated work and perseverance, this is the moment when seniors' accomplishments are publicly recognized. With tradition, "Pomp and Circumstance," the class song, "Never Forget You" (Lupe Fiasco) and entertaining (Salutatorian Justin Monahan) and inspiring (Valedictorian Christine Goss) speeches, 199 graduates walked out of the school to pursue dreams, challenges, and to begin the Dr. Seuss-like discovery of the places they'll go. Good luck on your journey!

4. Class President Courtney Hong delivers her Presidential Address and Welcome during the graduation ceremony.

5. Realizing the dream of graduating: priceless.

6. Mr. DeWeese leads the Senior Choir in the singing of the Alma Mater, accompanied by Mr. Bough and the Symphony Band.

Class of 2011

Colors: Black and White
Flower: Orange Rose
Song: "Never Forget You" by Lupe Fiasco
Motto: "Do not follow where the path may lead. Go, instead, where there is no path and leave a trail." - Ralph Waldo Emerson
Seniors
Class of 2011
Valedictorian/Salutatorian

Valedictorian
Christine Goss

Salutatorian
Justin Monahan

Class Officers

President
Courtney Hong

Vice President
Leon Miller

Secretary
Matt Napieralski

Treasurer
Patrick McAran
Seniors of the Month

October
Brittany Ames
Patrick McAran

November
Brooke Garner
Spencer DeLand

December
Christine Goss
Justin Monahan

January
Shannon Peake
Caleb Armstrong

February
Courtney Hong
Gavin Burstall

April
Murielle Rine
Collin Lesko

No Seniors were selected by the committee in March
CLASS OF
2011
Juniors Class of 2012

Class Officers

President
Sarah Harrison

Vice President
Nate Haeussler

Secretary
Erin Landstrom

Treasurer
Destiny Cook

Representative
Brianne Nowak-Scott
Christopher Burns
Joseph Butler
Hunter Cadmus
Alec Carpenter
Haley Castorena

Ethan Click
Vivian Coan
Kristin Coffey
Kerrie Collins
Destiny Cook

Craig Cooley
Cristina Cote
Michael Coward
Donvin Cox
Carlie Crawford

Josie Crittenden
Bailee Crots
Ashley Cubberly
Zack Davis
Samuel Davitt

Megan Delisle
Samantha Diehl
Adrianna Downs
Dylan Drake
Anthony Drogowski
Rockstar in the making, Takumi Ogata, started playing guitar in 2007 and his love for it has kept him practicing dutifully for the past four years. For Ogata, playing guitar isn’t just a hobby, it’s a major part of life. “From Monday to Wednesday, I try to practice for about one hour to two hours. On Thursday and Friday, I practice for about three hours, and on the weekend, I practice for about five to six hours,” said Ogata. Devoting so much time to it has made Ogata an extremely talented guitarist, but it also makes for a very tight schedule. Ogata said, “It is hard to juggle school and playing guitar, so I try to plan ahead and manage my time in order for me to have enough time to do both activities efficiently.”
A LOVE FOR MUSIC

Ogata played at school as well as at home. He was in the school's Road Show band, which plays backup for Company choir. However, Ogata branches out into a less tame genre while at home.

He said, “Progressive rock/metal is my favorite type of music because of its complexity.” Ogata plans to pursue his passion for music as a career. He plans to study Audio/Sound Engineering when he goes to college. His parents are very supportive, and they, along with school programs like Road Show, have given Ogata the ability to develop his talent.
Andrew Titus  Victor Tran  Samantha Turner  Izacc Valdez  Raquel Valdez
Bradley Vannatter  Taylor Vredeveld  Travis Wagner  Marie Wallich  Meghan Wallich
Allison Watson  Amy Welke  Paige Wesener  Daniel West  Rebecca West
Cayla White  Danielle Wielgus  Nicole Wielkerwicz  Cody Wilson  Harry Withrow IV
Justin Wollard  Kiley Wonderly  Karlie Wright

Not Pictured: Brandon Hurd
1. Sarah Goes smiles through the gore on her face backstage at the dress rehearsal of TYT’s Little Shop of Horrors. 2. Pilar Summarlin and Casey Hunt pose with the rest of the homecoming court. 3. Alex Swingle runs at a cross country meet and represented the Class of 2013’s spirit by giving it all he had. 4. Kylie Hill paints the homecoming float and gets a little white paint on her cheeks in the process.

Survival

The class of 2013 was faced with hard classes like chemistry and geometry/algebra II, but great teachers were able to get most of the students through it. They even had a bit of fun. Mr. Ferwerda let them light methane bubbles on fire at the end of the year, along with various other experiments the classes enjoyed. How could it not be fun with a wizard as your teacher?! At THS, the teachers can make any subject fun.

Planning Events

Madison See (Top) led the sophomore class as President along with Kierston Wilson (Bottom) who served as Vice President. The Treasurer was Nicole Greene, and the Secretary was Abbie Lee. Together they organized float building and their Powderpuff team, created the class T-shirts, and decorated the Sophomore class Spirit Pole for TCWSS.

(LEFT) The Powderpuff team ends their game against the seniors with a display of good sportsmanship. (ABOVE) Julian Travis dances with upperclassman Courtney LaVoy (right) at TYT’s Tomb with a View rehearsal.
Christian Morris  Brent Mostowy  Timothy Mostowy Jr.  Adam Napieralski  Kayla Niemann
Jordyn Norkey  Andrew Nowak  Rebecca Nowak  Evan O'Connell  Matthew O'Leary
Thomas O'Neil  Griffin Obeid  Kayleen Oldeck  Curt Orlowski  Kevin Paratchek
Tyler Pate  Bryan Payne  Maxwell Pemberton  Rachel Pikulski  Katrina Pisarski
Alescia Prochaska  Kendra Randolph  Marie Raupp  Andrew Rebottaro  Sage Rebottaro
Class Officers

Maddi See
President

Kierston Wilson
Vice President

Abbie Lee
Secretary

Nicole Bieszk-Greene
Treasurer
While most kids rush out of the building after school, a few hang out after school and play hacky sack. This tradition began when Mr. Niles told them that hacky sacking was not allowed in school, so they took it outside. Listening to Kid Cudi and talking about the latest homework or tests, the boys (and a girl) have become prosackers. Nailing tricks like the crucifix and inside kicks, they have created their own school sport. Hacky sacking for Tecumseh are sophomores Griffin Obied, Tyler Williams, Patrick Humphries, and juniors Nicole Randolph, Justin Wollard, and Wyatt Prince. Earlier in the year the students were playing hacky sack in the school. Mr. Niles took the sack away. “Apparently it scratches up the walls…” says sophomore Patrick Humphries. Instead, the boys found a small Dalmatian Beanie Baby and taped it together, thus creating a hacky sack. Together they manage to have millions of ideas like this…although now rarely used, it still creates some laughs. They once had an idea to learn how to do front flips on the ground, so they did! Now some of them can do full front flips. One typical day after school the boys were hacking and sacking, when Justin kicked his hacky sack a little too hard. It blazed past the boys, into his sunroof, and into the cup holder: that’s skill. Tyler Williams has created a lot of memories for himself and his friends this year while hacky sacking, and they will always remember the day Justin epicly failed.
WE'RE SO FRESH!
The girls cheer for their class in the spirit competitions at the Homecoming Pep Rally.

Anneka Hart and Trevor Moore represented the Class of 2014 at TICWSS while Kendra Sloan and Ben Vannatter represented the class at Homecoming.

Anna George took one for the team when she dove into a plate of whipped cream to try to retrieve all her gummy bears before the upperclassmen did.

Breonna Welter cheers on the football team on a Friday night. She also helped pump up her class who were experiencing the togetherness of The Jungle for the first time.

1. Jessica Keller fixes the wires on the homecoming float.
2. Noah Evans represents the freshman class by showing off his soccer skills.
3. Watching the varsity football game on a Friday night.
4. Danielle Furlong cheers at a basketball game showing Class of 2014 spirit!

The first year of high school can start off pretty scary, but the class of 2014 adjusted well. They learned to stay on the right side of the hallway and where all their classes were, but if they were lost, someone would usually point them the right way. The same friendliness was not found when they went through the wrong door, but hey, there has to be some kind of hazing, and a loud, "WRONG DOOR!" isn't too bad.

The freshmen also learned the importance of organization and studying. They were hit hard with classes like Biology CP and Geometry, but with a little encouragement, they were able to get through it. Some kids like Renee Armstrong and Ben Myers were able to take on even more advanced classes. Armstrong doubled up and took Geometry and Algebra II at the same time, while Myers tested out of those as well as pre-Calc, which landed him in AP Calc! Now those are some over-achieving freshmen!

The class also experienced some new school events like TICWSS and the Holiday Dance. Though it took some time to start dancing, they broke out of the awkward middle school stand-by-your-friends-and-jump-around thing and joined the party.

The freshmen did an all right job of surviving their first year of high school and learned a lot along the way, but most importantly, they grew together and learned that they have to work together to make it through the next three years.
Madison Johnson found her passion on a family trip when her dad busted out a camera and showed her how to let her creativity capture the beauty of the world. Johnson said, "Photography allows me to convey a message without words. It allows me to find beauty in the little things in life and the beauty in everything." She continued to explore her passion by starting a 365 project in which the photographer takes a picture every day for a year in order to challenge themselves to think of creative photographs. Johnson takes pictures of everything from strawberries to little plastic animals for her 365. Macro is her favorite form of photography, so her subjects are usually small, but she also dabbles in a bit of portraiture (assisted by
Johnson is also an avid collector of antique cameras and often works with film. Some might call this a dying art, but Johnson views photography as an art form and thinks that film photography should be kept alive. She adores her old cameras and even uses them as subjects for her 365 project.

She says that she is inspired by the works of the famous photographer Ansel Adams and hopes one day to be as great as he. She already has had one of her photographs published in National Geographic (the picture that won is located below) and has won numerous other awards.

Johnson hopes that one day her talent will earn her a job as a photojournalist and allow her to travel the world with her beloved camera in hand.
Brittany Wicklund  Kayla Wielgus  Jacob Wild  Jordon Williams  Kenneth Williams
Patrick Williamson  Marlena Wills-Cilleay  Michael Wilson  Laurie Wolf  Dyami Woodby
Gatlin Wright  David Wuebben  Trevor Young

Class Officers

Elizabeth Becker  President
Anneka Hart  Vice President
Ben Anklin  Secretary
Dan Kurtz  Treasurer
Welcome to

The Jungle comes to life as students covered in Orange and Black fill the far corner of the football stadium stands or the gym bleachers. Their voices cry out wildly in support of their beloved Indians. Here at THS, we bleed Orange and Black. When our teams succeed, our hearts soar, and when they struggle, we struggle right along with them. We feel a certain sense of togetherness in the Jungle that is sometimes missed in the hallways. In the Jungle, the super fans lead the entire student body in cheers to rev up our discouraged players, and when they succeed, the Jungle explodes with the sound of cheers and vuvuzela horns. Then the band starts and the Jungle moves together, dancing, as our school song is played.
"To be an Equestrian, you have to be open-minded and willing to work. Even if you don't win, you need to stay optimistic," said Laura Apolloni (9th grader). This outlook seemed to embody the mindset of the Equestrian team's season. Through all the ups and downs, the team wore a smile and put their best foot—or rather, hoof—forward. Ashley Kimmitt (9th grade) said, "the worst part of the season was when five horses were either sick or injured." Sara Savoia's horse was one that fell sick, but a local supporter allowed her to borrow a charming horse named Motion, whom Savoia affectionately referred to as Mo. Savoia said, "I met Mo 10 days before the first meet. Switching that fast is kind of like switching schools and expecting to be friends with everyone within 10 days." This kind of situation can make or break a team, but it didn't stop these Equestrians!

For the incoming freshmen, there was only one meet they had to attend in MS; this year was a little different. "We had three meets instead of only one," said Kimmitt. That wasn't the only difference though. The team was much smaller this year than in the past, and a new coach was appointed as well. But this was not such a bad thing. "I think people are working more as a team now than they used to," stated Apolloni. Kimmitt said, "My favorite moment of this season was when Katy Flint and Suzy Fagan won the two-man relay at all three meets."

It was not all work and no play, however. The Equestrian Team had some pretty interesting traditions... "Some traditions are playing 'Simon Says' at practices" Kimmitt divulged. "We always have TONS of food at the stalls, and Ashley's mom (coach) always makes some kind of cookies," said Apolloni. It was the silly moments that made the season memorable. "The funniest thing was when Tim was modeling Katy's tote bag down the aisle like it was a runway." It is easy to see that through it all, the Equestrian Team was just one big—slightly dysfunctional—family.

Riding in the Cloverleaf competition, Lindzy Ziegler and her horse, Bo, take off toward the barrels.

With a beaming smile and an adorable outfit, Marie Walich rides Abbie.

Katy Flint sits astride her horse Monte, watching as the other girls ride their horses around the ring.

Suzy Fagan competing in Reining with her four-legged companion Cotton.

**Quotable Quotes**

"The funniest thing that happened was when we were playing Simon Says at practice and Marlene (Kelley) always lost because she didn't know we were playing!"

~ Laura Apolloni

"My favorite part of the season was spending time with the people on the team. We had a lot of fun."

~ Sara Savoia
The new members of the girls' swimming team bonded with the more experienced swimmers this year due to the strong support system within the team. Team captain Allie Merritt said, "I supported my teammates by always trying to stay positive and encourage everyone to do their best." This type of leadership is what kept the girls swimming through the grueling season.

New team member, Megan Marko, joined as a junior. Marko said, "At first, it was weird to join a team so late because all of the upperclassmen already knew each other, and I didn't know many of them." But she went on to say, "The team made me feel very welcome. They were all really nice and helpful."

The shenanigans and team parties kept the team close-knit and happy. Marko said, "My favorite moment of this year was when we were on the bus and on our way to a meet and Madi See stuck a gummy worm out of her nose. Thinking about it now, it's really gross, but it was really funny then." Moments like this highlighted the girls' swim team's chlorine-filled season and took their minds off their aching muscles.

Freshman Sara Kelly practices her dive while coach Norm critiques her.

Junior, Danielle Sloan said, "The very first day, trying to get into shape is the hardest. We do 10 300's and it's a bit overwhelming for us, especially when you're a freshman."

Anne Mammel gasps for breath after a hard set at practice.

Rachel Waite went to states for the 200 IM which she worked especially hard on at practice.

The diving coach, Norm, helped Marrisa Martin excel in diving her senior year.

Junior Anne Mammel was able to make it through grueling practices because of her dedication to the sport and the support of a fantastic team.

Foreign exchange student Jacques Strohschein often joined the girls at practice. He went on to join the state team in the boys' season.

Junior Anne Mammel was able to make it through grueling practices because of her dedication to the sport and the support of a fantastic team.

BEEP! BEEP!
"Morning practice is tough," said sophomore swimmer Courtney Burch. The girls dragged themselves out of bed and threw pool at 6 a.m. at least once a week for three long months. When the alarm goes off at 5 a.m., all Burch thinks is, "Oh crap, it's gonna be a long day!" For Burch, it's not the practice that she dreads, it's waking up so early. The girls practiced for 45 minutes before rushing to the locker room to get dressed for school. Burch said, "Getting ready for school is crazy in the middle school. First of all, you smell like a pool. You have to get ready fast too. But the girls survive the early mornings, and all that extra practice earned some girls state qualifying times."
Out on the Greens

Golf, like any sport, requires hard work. "You have to be very determined and have a good mindset," said freshman Carley LaPlant. The girls on the golf team were extremely close, according to sophomore Paige Watkins. "Like every team there is some drama, and people that don't get along, but for the most part we are all pretty good friends." This group dynamic was essential to good teamwork, but it also made the sport a lot more fun to participate in!

More fun doesn't always mean more focused however... "I think that we all did good, but maybe if we stayed a little more focused we could all perform better, we like to mess around sometimes," said Watkins.

This year, only one member of the team made it to states: Paige Watkins. The team placed 4th at the Tecumseh Invitational and unfortunately, lost SEC's.

"Going to states was probably my favorite part of the season because it was a totally new experience." And of course, it wasn't all work, "It was a lot of fun, and I met some new friends along the way."

However it's not all fun and games, either. According to LaPlant, "There are days when you can't hit a good shot - those are the worst. You get so discouraged." It takes a certain type of person to take it. "You will have lots of bad shots, and too many bad days." But the team didn't give up.

According to LaPlant, the most stressful part of golf is meeting team/coach expectations. "It is very stressful when you are playing with someone who is a lot better than you, and you can't match up."

Though, not matching up doesn't mean they didn't practice, "The day before a match, we all play nine holes, and the top six scores get to play varsity." That certainly sounds competitive.

Leigh Kapnick watches as her ball soars toward the hole.

---

1. Paige Watkins takes her first shot at the tee box  
2. Carley LaPlant concentrates on her shot  
3. Becca Nowak puts the ball into the hole  
4. Brittany Ames and Leigh Kapnick watch as their teammate takes a shot  
5. Anna Wendt (left) and Anneka Hert (right) share a friendly conversation  
6. Anna Wendt watches her ball as it flies through the air  
7. Brittany Ames chills in the golf cart, waiting for her teammates to finish  
8. Becca Nowak watches as her ball rolls into the hole

---

FALL SPORTS: GIRLS GOLF 107
The season was a struggle for the Girls' Cross Country team due to dwindling numbers and frequent injuries, but with Mr. Greene as their ever-supportive coach, they were able to send one girl, Erin Landstrom, to states. They also had a lot of fun over the summer practices and at Camp No Greene. They were very helpful and motivated each other, and this teamwork allowed the girls to have a fantastic season. Senior Erica Steuwe said, "I think my favorite part of the season was being with all the girls and just cheering. We all like being together on the bus, and we enjoyed hanging out in the summer. We spent lots of time bonding."

The boys also had a rough season with a team of only 16. But the boys didn't mind their small numbers too much. Most of them were happy just to enjoy the comradery the team members shared.

They cared about running, but they cared more about each other. Brandon Hurd said, "My favorite part of the season was just hangin' with the guys at the meets, just chillin'." and Levi Polmouncer recalled one of his favorite meets, which took place at Lake Erie. "We have two or three people sneak up on the [new runners] and grab them. Then we throw them in the water." They had a lot of fun together, but they were also able to improve quite a bit and sent a few runners to the state competition.

Overall, both the girls' and boys cross country teams were able to come together to make a GREAT season!

Senior Austin See (above) qualified for the State competition along with seniors Collin Lesko and Leon Miller, and junior Erin Landstrom.
KICKIN' IT

WITH THE BOYS

RED CARD DISASTER

Sam Davitt is an exceptional goalie, and he keeps the team in many of the games. Of course, it was quite a dilemma when Davitt was red-carded during the game against Skyline. Skyline's striker was quick, so Davitt came out of the goal to try to get the ball away. Davitt misjudged the striker's speed, and accidentally slide tackled the striker instead. "I couldn't really believe it at first," Davitt said. He replayed the scene over and over again in his head because that was his first card. The coach was not mad, though. Dailey had told Davitt to come out on any ball before the game started. The card was frustrating because it rendered the team's starting goalie unable to play. And to top it all off, the back-up goalie, Derek Shadley, was in Germany on vacation. Fortunately, the team was able to pull together and play well.

SEASON SUMMARY

The varsity soccer team was very successful despite having a new head coach, Mr. Dailey. The team finished the season with a record of 15-9-1. Kyle Braunschneider, Nick Nowak, and Chris Howe led the team as captains. Sam Davitt excelled at the goalie position throughout the year as well. The team exceeded expectations by making it to the finals of districts. The team played three exciting games through districts, all being decided by penalty kicks. They won the games against Parma Western (4-3) and Milan (2-1). They lost in overtime 5-3 against Dexter.

Winning in a PK shootout over Parma Western was my favorite moment of the season. It made me feel a lot closer to the players on the team knowing we will always remember that moment.

~ Casey Hunt
Friday Night Lights

The scoreboard reads 53-27, signifying a Tecumseh Indians victory. Bittersweet tears roll down the faces of players with superhuman statures. Friends and family members of seniors wait to give congratulatory comments to the oncoming train of work-stained and sweat-streaked boys. The last game of the 2010 football season has just transpired.

The Indians had a decent season with wins over Lincoln and Charlotte. The Indians also played tough against Monroe Jefferson, Ann Arbor Huron, and Dexter, coming within single digits of victory. Whether or not we win is not important. What is important is what the players take out of the sport. Football teaches discipline and persistence through conditioning and tiring drills. Coaches do not just shape football players; they shape people, too.

Summer Practice

The Indians attack the sled as if it is an opponent from Adrian during blocking practice over the summer.

The boys take a much-needed break on the mats after practicing all day in the hot summer sun.

The boys get down to business as they ram themselves into each other. There is no such thing as too hard here.

Injury Plagued

It is sad when an unforeseen event damages an athlete's body and season. Unfortunately, injuries riddled the senior class during the 2010 season. Matt Napieralski (left), the projected leading rusher on the team, missed most of the season with a broken leg. Tom Carney (right), another leading rusher for the Indians, missed three games with a lower leg injury. Zach Benschoter, another senior, was out a couple of games with a concussion. With these injuries, there is still a game to be played, and the Indians had some success even with these physical setbacks.
Pumpin' It UP!

The fall cheer program was very successful this year. The group was split into three teams that were led by two amazing coaches. Mrs. Lorraine coached both the Freshman Squad and the JV Squad, while Mrs. Mensing coached the Varsity Squad.

The cheerleaders shared many memories during the football season. The Varsity and JV teams bonded at cheer camp and then came back to share their experiences with the underclassmen by hosting a freshman cheer camp. The camps not only improved the teams' skills, but also created great friendships.

Their teamwork promoted school spirit and kept the Jungle entertained.

The girls (and guy) loved standing under the Friday night lights and showing off their skills every time the boys made a touchdown.

They also performed at the Homecoming assembly. They worked for weeks beforehand to put together a fantastic dance routine, which the crowd LOVED.

One thing is for sure at THS, the cheer squads keep the students Pumped Up!

From the Jungle

This football season, the Jungle was blessed with the presence of three very spirited mascots: the gorilla, the banana, and the Burger King™. Every Friday night, these three energetic students would take part in getting the crowd riled up with their crazy antics, such as sitting in the opposing team's seats. Once in a while, the gorilla would chase the banana all the way around the field causing a riot among the other students. Members of this comedic troupe included Alden Eubanks, Greg Park, and the always-exuberant, Austin See. Due to the fact that the students in charge of these shenanigans belong to the class of 2011, they will not be back next year to pump up the Jungle. They will be surely missed.
Season Summary

Every senior athlete hopes for a winning team, close friendships, and a great season. Five seniors were able to acquire such things this season. In addition, the team as a whole had an exceptional record of 48-4-2. Unfortunately, the team was unable to lock down a state title, but they put up a tough fight at regionals.

Sarah Sailus, one of the five seniors, enjoyed her success her final year. Sailus led the team in kill percentage and blocks, and she also made the all-county, all-SEC, and all-district teams. She is a spectacular asset to an already wonderfully put-together team. Sailus says, “I’m proud of my team for having an amazing season and always having a positive attitude in every situation.”

Practices provided proof of the comfort between team members. Sometimes the team would take a break from their hard work and “goof off.” Sailus admits, “Whenever I would jump to serve at practice, Sam Diehl, Gabby Nowak, and Brooke Garner would make fart noises and blame me for it.” The girls sure had a sense of humor, and this certainly contributed to the team’s success!

Teaming up for a Cure

The volleyball team hosted a tournament to benefit breast cancer awareness. The girls sold T-shirts, organized a silent auction, and sported pink ribbons in their hair to raise money and awareness about an issue that really hit home for them. Their middle school volleyball coach is a survivor of breast cancer, and the girls were quite close to her. It meant a lot to them to be able to raise money to fight something that takes mothers, sisters, and friends from those who care about them.

“Teamwork played a huge role in making this a good season. We all worked together on the court to make us successful. For us, teamwork was the key to our success.”

~ Brianne Nowak (right)
Many of the fall cheerleaders continued their sport into the winter. They continued to work hard on perfecting their stunts and routines.
TAKES ALL YOU GOT

1. Jenna Warner doing a heel stretch on beam.  2. Jillian Travis smiles as she does the middle splits on beam.  3. Erin Landstrom jumps into her front handspring on vault.  4. Kyia Salts suspending herself above the bar.  5. Sarah Kelley swings around the uneven bars.  6. Erin Landstrom concentrates as she performs a wolf jump.  7. Anna Wendt strikes her ending pose for her floor routine.  8. Katy Flint prepares to do a back hip circle on the uneven bars.

GIVING IT ALL FOR THE TEAM

The gymnastics team improved significantly this year. They lost some good seniors, but the team was able to come together and do very well. The highest score for the team was 117.050 against Parma Western. Second highest was also at Parma Western with a 116.250. Tecumseh Gymnastics held their annual invitational on December 11, 2010. They came in 7th place with a score of 105.100.

“It doesn’t matter how hard you fall or how bad your score is, it’s how hard you tried, and that is a virtue that will carry for life,” said Courtney Mollette.

There were thirteen girls on the team. Four of them were seniors: Jenna Warner, Tori Thacker, Kyia Salts, and Courtney Mollette. Thacker said “I am going to miss gymnastics so much. I have been doing it for a long time, and now it is all done and over with.”

Jenni Posten was the head coach and Sarah Creswell was the assistant coach this year. They both played a major part in motivating the girls and helping them improve.

Each individual improved this year, which made the team improve. They were awarded with most valuable team this year. “I am so proud of this team! The best part of it all was that there was no drama,” said Warner. The Gymnastics team is going to continue to improve.
Every team sport requires a level of dedication and determination. Wrestling is one of Tecumseh High School’s best athletic programs. Most wrestlers felt honored to be part of such a flourishing team. Drew Forrest said that the coaching staff played a large part in the team’s victories. “Our two head coaches, Tony Greathouse and Casey Randolph, have had a lot of experience in wrestling. They make sure we are mentally and physically ready to wrestle our opponents.” The coaches are not the only people motivating the undefeated team; the athletes encourage each other to push harder. Forrest said, “During practice, we push each other to keep going. During wrestling meets, we cheer each other on while they are out on the mat.”

Determination is a definite key to make a team strive for improvement. The Tecumseh wrestling team practices every day, including snow days and vacations. Not only do they practice, they take time to study. The team is required to study from 2:45 – 3:45 in Mr. Freestone’s classroom before practice. If they do not attend this hour of study, then they will miss competing in the next scheduled meet.

The Tecumseh wrestling team had an extremely successful season. The team qualified second in the state due to determination and quality coaching. They ended their season with a record of 41-3. In the process, five students competed at the Flo Nationals. One student, C.J. Tripp, was one match away from earning the title “All American” wrestler. Tecumseh wrestlers pushed their way to states. During the finals, they had beaten Allegan and advanced to the semi-finals against Greenville, but a loss to them ended their run. Wrestling had many talented athletes, which made success possible.

My favorite moment was the second grand march at The Palace, the one that only the state placers walked in.
~ Gavin Burstall

My favorite moment of this season was walking out into the arena in Battle Creek.
~ Alex Speriti
It's unfortunate when a team works incredibly hard but has no results to show for it. Such was the case for the Boys' Varsity Basketball team. Countless numbers of suicides, down and backs, and the always dreaded "Gerbes" could not help in putting a "W" down in the win column. Though the Indians had a lack of success, they played very close games against Ann Arbor Pioneer, Milan High School, and rival Adrian High School. With the hope of getting a win, the fans could not help but swarm the gym to watch the games.

It was a frustrating season for everybody, but there were some very memorable moments. Kyle Hooper says the "sweetest part of his life" was seeing Jake Moore break a rim while dunking in practice. Another unforgettable aspect of the season was the addition of assistant coach Antonio Griffin. Coach Griffin scrimmaged a lot with the Varsity team, and at 6'8", was known to throw down a jam or two. One specific dunk left Jared Powell with a crotch in his face. Even without a victory, the players and coaches still enjoyed the season. The JV and Freshman Boys' Basketball teams both played quality seasons. The JV team, led in scoring by Jacob Britt and Nick Coffin, ended the season with six wins. The freshman team, with a new coach, also had a great season. Let's hope this success will increase and translate well for the future basketball seasons at THS.
The Girls Be Ballin' Wardrobe Malfunction

Intensity and drive were the mindset of the girls' basketball team this year. With a time-consuming four-month season, the girls had to keep their hearts in the game and be willing to give up free time and energy for their love of basketball. Leading the Indians throughout the season were captains Shannon Peake, Melissa Felkey, and Jenessa Steuwe. While only winning every now and then, the Indians used their struggles to improve. They worked harder and practiced to improve. Hard practices involved finger drag suicides (ouch) and sprinting, but the team still found ways to make it a fun season. They had fun making bets with their coaches, which resulted in a pink-headed Novak and a dreadlock-sporting Mossburg. They also were assigned "Secret Buddies" to make or buy gifts for.

Junior Allie Bateman said, "I am very proud of them," referring to her team. "It was such a fun and great season." Senior Shannon Peake added, "I love you guys! Thanks for such a great senior year and I wish you all the best of luck next season. Never quit!"

It was the most exciting pre-game warm-up of the year for sophomore Katelynn Silvernail, who had been moved up from the JV team to Varsity due to numerous injuries that had resulted in a shortage of players. Nervous for her first home Varsity game, Silvernail dressed and ran out to the court only to be told by her teammates that her warm up jersey was on backwards. As if once wasn't embarrassing enough, while taking the ball in during the TICWSS Homecoming game, girls in the Jungle pulled on the back of her shorts. She saw the drawstring of her shorts hanging out the back. Yet again Silvernail had put her uniform on backwards, getting well earned "Rookie" comments from the team. After being switched out, she laughed her way off the court and into the locker room for a quick change.

1. Junior Haven Shaffer darts past her opponent and brings the ball up the court to her teammates.  
2. Sophomore Paige Watkins tries to pass to Freshman Nicole Lipinichan.  
3. Senior Shannon Peake explodes upward and shoots the ball.  
4. Sophomore Sarah Tritt evades her opponent and passes to a teammate.  
5. Freshman Anneka Hart pushes through the opponents' outstretched hands to shoot.  
6. JV Coach Mr. Novak sports his lovely pink hairdo at a game.
After three consecutive state titles, the Tecumseh Varsity Girls bowling team was defeated in the semifinals of the state competition on Friday, March 4. Both girls' and boys' varsity qualified at regionals to continue onto the state finals. After a qualifying block consisting of 8 baker games and 2 individual, the boys team missed the cut by 202 pins. The girls moved on to match play after qualifying 5th with a grand total of 3282.

In the quarterfinals, Tecumseh was paired up against Warren Regina. They came out strong, and did not give Regina the chance to get ahead, posting baker games of 167 and 202 and a team total of 933. Tecumseh defeated Regina by 84 pins, moving them onto the semifinals, where they met up with Charlotte. Tecumseh got off to a slow start, only able to shoot baker games of 163 and 179. Down by 101 pins, the girls knew they needed to pull together as a team if they wanted to defend their title. One individual game was between going home empty handed or with the title.

Sometimes the pins do not fall your way. Tecumseh girls were faced with smash ten pins, ringing four pins, and nasty splits. Unable to get ahead, the girls put up a great fight and never gave up. Shooting 921, THS was unable to top the 100-pin deficit they had tallied up early on in the match.

Charlotte, who posted a team total of 998, closed out their semifinal win by 178 pins.

As well as both the girls and boys team making it to the team state finals, Tecumseh was well represented on the individual side. Four bowlers qualified in the top ten at Regionals. The previous two years, on the girls side, Tawni Vollmer and Kara Richard were able to bring home a state title on the individual side. This year, unfortunately, the bowlers did not snatch a title in this competition. Andrew Sokol, Haley Richard, Jordan Richard, and Tawni Vollmer were the bowlers who competed on the individual side.
Swimmin' Circles

The combination of hard work and three-hour practices were part of the reason that many members of the boys' swimming team made it to the state finals. The coach for the boys swimming team was Coach Wolfe. The swimmers say that Coach Wolfe was a great motivator. She was very encouraging, and some of the swimmers wouldn't know what to do without her. To be a swimmer anywhere it takes hard work, but to be a swimmer at Tecumseh High School takes even harder work. The boys swam for miles over the winter tirelessly working to improve.

For a few students, this was their first year in swimming, and they were lucky enough to be able to go to state. Sophomore Jacob Kimerer said, "My team means a lot to me, they were very encouraging and supportive the whole season." The swim team was one of the most closely-knit teams at THS, even going as far as bleaching their hair the same color to show team spirit, an annual tradition.

Near the end of the season, the swimmers started tapering. This means they swim for longer amounts of time, but it is not nearly as vigorous. It gives the swimmers' muscles a break, allows the swimmers to recover from the season of hard practices, and leaves them prepared for the most important competitions.
SLIDING IN TO

SEASON SUMMARY

Though the team had often reached the highest levels of competition in the past, this year the team was unable to win another district title, but the team battled hard and had a great time together. "We really try to work together, and we get along great," said Ashley O'Leary. With endless practices, several doubleheaders, and team bonding, it is not hard to see how the team was able to keep up its chemistry.

The team maintained an exceptional record during this season, finishing at 32-2-1. They remained undefeated for twenty games. Courtney LaVoy had an incredible batting average of .559 and broke the previously held record of hits with seventy-one this season. Emily Maves pitched ten games and won each one. Ali Watson and Bailey Crots pitched fifteen and nine games respectively, and they only had one loss each.

THEME PRACTICE

Shortly before districts, a well-loved theme practice was held. Half of the team arrived as robots, and the other half appeared as pirates. "Theme practices help us relieve pressure before big games like districts," said Melissa Felkey, a varsity veteran. And it is easy for the team to do so with fun, lightly competitive but relevant games, and friendly competition between robots and pirates.

1. Courtney LaVoy shows off her angry pirate look. 2. Megan Marko (left) and Haven Shaffer threaten the photographer. 3. The pirate gang on their four wheeler/pirate ship.
**Girls and Boys Track and Field**

1. Nathan Kossey races toward the finish line after landing the final hurdle.  
2. Karlie Wright throws her arms into the air as she jumps into the long jump pit.  
3. Alexi Schnur exhibits perfect form in her relay.  
4. Sage Rebottaro races forward after the hand off.  
5. Drew Grimm explodes out of the blocks.  
7. Marlene Kelley stays strong as the finish line comes into sight.

---

**Working Hard and Staying on Track**

The girls’ track team’s numbers were greatly reduced this year. Many past participants opted to join soccer instead, and injuries/illness kept some of the team’s best runners out of races. Star sprinter Karlie Wright was in and out of the hospital for the entire season for various medical problems including a blood infection and an emergency appendectomy. Senior sprinter Courtney Hong was also forced to sit out of some practices due to a pre-existing leg condition. However, the girls took the setbacks as an opportunity to better the chemistry of the team. They were very close and supportive. Whenever one of the girls was running in an event, they could count on their teammates to be at the corners cheering them on. Especially Marlene Kelley who would scream, "Go Girl! You’re so fast I can't even see you! Where are you?!"

This support is what motivated the girls to greatly improve their times and grow as individuals, even if the low numbers on the team did not allow for many wins.

They were even able to send one girl, Erica Steuwe, to states for her outstanding mile time. The boys were also fired up about their season. They were constantly putting their Facebook statuses as things like, "23 day of track! OHH Yeah!" Coach Mensing also worked to motivate them by pitting the guys against each other and occasionally offering to buy the winner ice cream. The shot put guys also supported the team by offering shelter from the weather in their tent and grilling hot dogs and steaks.
Lady Lacrosse

Girls' Varsity Lacrosse had a memorable 2011 season, with wins and losses the girls stuck together through thick and thin. Starting off the season with a team of 30 girls and a brand new coach (Heather Lemon), they accepted the challenge and took it at full force. Varsity Lacrosse headed out for their first game against Salem Rocks with confidence. In “perfect” weather, with freezing rain and thirty-degree temperatures, they defeated Salem. They continued to play game after game. Although they had a losing season, the girls made the best of it by having fun and celebrating as if they had won. The girls made friends and memories they will long remember.

The lacrosse team dinners always turned into something with the freshmen. Anne Mammel's team dinner became interesting when the freshmen decided to start dressing up in the clothes from Mammel's daycare. They became Power Rangers and firefighters. Once dressed, they decided to take it to the streets and dance on the side of Occidental Hwy. and put on a show for the passing cars. The next day Varsity Lacrosse had their 1st annual Pink-Out game. They came to school dressed in neon pink tie-dye shirts, shorts, and neon pink high socks. Beating Bedford and fighting cancer, the girls' confidence was again boosted heading into the second annual Tecumseh Lacrosse Tournament, almost tying against much higher-ranked Grosse Point (6-7) and beating Brighton (2-1). They went into another state-wide tournament with even more confidence. They were devastated after a loss to Saline, and the girls headed home on the bus. While on the bus the girls decided to play a game of pterodactyl, the original game started with Junior Anne Mammel, Sophomore Sydney Burr and Senior Emily Kennedy. However, it slowly escalated to the whole bus playing; everyone got into it and forgot the disappointment of the loss. Bus rides became some of the best parts of the season. At the final Varsity game against Mercy High School, the bus driver allowed the girls to listen to their favorite music, although it was hot and rainy the girls danced the two hour bus ride away. After the game the girls continued the party by dancing and taking pictures with their friends. They then decided to sign each others' legs to commemorate the memories with comrades. Girls' Lacrosse will always remember the 2011 season, filled with wins, losses, memories... and pterodactyl.
Season Summary

Lacrosse is at once pure skill and endurance. While lacrosse has remained the same over the years, one thing came to the sport: brotherhood. "Lax bros" are defined as any male who plays lacrosse. They live to play lacrosse. Their vocabulary consists of, but is not limited to: word, bro, gnarly, stoked, flow, etc. Lacrosse has taken on its own culture, and Tecumseh had fully embraced it, wearing lax pennies on game days and speaking the vocabulary, even thinking on the field. "Did that chick see me score? Can I get her number?" or "Who can I slash next?"

The team had a few odd traditions in the 2011 season. They black-out painted their faces. Senior Jacob Goudy had one of the most memorable with a joker face for Senior Night. Other honorable mentions were Senior Tom Carney's curly Q 'stache that appeared at almost every game, and Senior Alex Baker's camo face paint. Another weird tradition was a certain song the boys liked to sing toward a JV player's mother, "Kimerer's mom has got it going on!" The boys powered through a tough season with each other by having fun and being bros. Tecumseh boys' lacrosse had reason to be cocky, having one of their best seasons to date, defeating teams they have been working to beat since freshman year. Through playing dodge ball at practice and partying with the bros in Petoskey, the team stuck together by bonding and having team dinners. Dominating most of the season, they managed to go to third round of districts, sadly to be defeated by Notre Dame Prep. They also had many impressive games and set a great example for the next Varsity team. With most Seniors, such as Mitch Ringer and Zach Brancheau, going on to college lacrosse, the boys will not be forgotten so easily.
Swingin' for the Bleachers

Baseball

Weathering the Storm

As the school year came to a close and the weather started to warm up (kind of), the Tecumseh Indians Varsity baseball team had an utterly chaotic season. With weather being a major issue for the spring seasons, the Indians had to cancel and rearrange a plethora of games, leaving the schedule in a befuddled muddle. Heavy rainstorms and drastically dismal temperature drops have certainly mixed up every spring sports season, with baseball being no exception.

Baseball has an extra disadvantage when it comes to weather due to the field’s vulnerability to floods, thus making practice and/or games impossible for two to three days at a time. Weather is not the only aspect of the pandemonium that was the 2011 baseball season. The games the Indians actually were able to play had an extraordinary sense of excitement involving the final inning. Perhaps the most electrifying facet of baseball is the walk-off home run. There are two sides to this phenomenon: the side every team wants to be on (the dramatic victor) and the side no team ever wishes to endure (the disappointed loser). Tecumseh has been on both sides of this very broad spectrum, with Kyle Hooper being right smack dab in the middle.

Coach Al Schmidt confers with Kyle Hooper.
Girls Soccer Kicks It Up!

Varsity soccer has had a season to remember, learning new formations and conditioning hard to get ready for games. While some of the team’s standout players went off to college last year, it was only an opportunity for the girls to work harder themselves. Although all the girls agreed that there was a definite lack of chemistry from the previous years, they managed to show us otherwise during games. Lacking players made this team one, with girls from freshmen to seniors all playing as the THS varsity team. With some inexperienced players making the team, they had a lot of work on their hands (or feet) before the season’s games began. Although the newcomers caught on quickly, the team lacked in the offensive area, “making it a difficult season when it came to winning,” said Sophomore Raquel Champion. Luckily the team’s defense was stronger, working well together with the help and leadership of Junior Devon Giovannone and Senior Shannon Peake in the defensive zone.
Sports Team Pictures

Varsity Football  JV Football  Freshman Football

Varsity Volleyball  JV Volleyball  Freshman Volleyball

Varsity Soccer  JV Soccer  Girls' Swimming

Varsity Sideline Cheer  JV Sideline Cheer  Freshman Sideline Cheer

Boys' Cross Country  Girls' Cross Country  Equestrian
GO INDIANS!
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Dear Kaylene,

How did graduation get here so soon?
My how time flies when you are having fun,
And you sure have been fun!

Papa always called you "something else."
Boy was he right!
I think back to the little girl who told her kindergarten
teacher she could Irish dance then showed the class.
That was two years before you even had a lesson!
I could go on and on with examples like this.
They only prove that you will become whatever you set your sights on.

Your dad always called you "our little princess."
Imagine our pride and joy when you became "the queen."
We are so proud of the young lady you have become.
You have stayed true to yourself and strong in your faith.

Our wish for you is an Irish Blessing:
May you always have walls for the wind,
A roof for the rain,
Tea beside the fire,
Laughter to cheer you,
Those you love near you,
And all your heart might desire.

May you continue to grow in character and faith.
And remember KJ, we love you more!
Mom and Dad

P.S. Thank you for being the perfect little sister. I guess I am glad we didn’t give you back to the
Indians! Love - William
Ashley,

It's hard to believe you are graduating. You are truly beautiful, and not just on the outside, but on the inside where it really counts. The first chapter of your life has been filled with many days on a softball field. Who would have thought you would learn so many life lessons on a softball field?

- You've learned the importance of practice. You learned to do anything well you have to keep trying. Sometimes over and over again.
- You learned patience. You learned to accept every teammate and coach to make a real team.
- You learned the true meaning of hard work. You learned that in order to improve your skills, you have to put in more effort.
- You learned the true meaning of family. You saw that we were always there (at least one of us) to pick you up after a bad game or to celebrate with you after a great one.
- You learned what it means to make a commitment. You've had some good and bad teams, coaches, and days, but you never let it stop you. You always kept going.
- You learned humility. I saw you grow into a very accomplished player, but you also learned there is always someone who has a chance to be better, whether it be on a softball field, in a job, or with classmates.

There are so many other lessons you have already learned, there are just too many to mention. I know as the next chapter of your life begins, you will take these lessons with you as a foundation. From that foundation, I know you will continue to grow and make a big difference in the path you choose and to everyone around you.

Love,
Mom, Dad, & Allie

---

Sisterly Love

Ash- Here is a saying that always helped me if I was stuck on something in school: Nothing improves creativity like a lack of adult supervision. College is a blast, enjoy it!

Love, Lys

---

Dear Ashley,

I am so proud of you! Congrats on graduating and good luck in college (even though you probably won't need it . . .

Miss 4.061 GPA!

Love, Amanda
SHANNON,

We've so enjoyed watching you grow into the fine young woman that you are today. This successful milestone is one of many in your journey of life. We look forward to sharing many more milestones with you. We will always love and support you! Stay strong in your faith! Congratulations!

Love,

Mom, Dad, Kevin, and Kyle
Dear Dominique,
The time has passed so quickly. Here you are graduating from high school, entering a new chapter in your life. We are so proud of you for all the hard work and effort you've put into these formative years. We know you'll continue to have successes through college and beyond. Even though life will bring some hardships and challenges, please remember we'll always be here for you.

May God continue to bless you!

With much love,
Dad, Mom, David, Tanya, Lara, Lyza, Nate, Danielle, Deanna and Dexy

---

Taylor,
I am so proud to call you my son.
Make good choices and continue to make me proud.
Don't forget your Grandmas are watching over you.

Stay true to yourself.
Lots of Love,
Mom

---
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</tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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<td>98</td>
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<tr>
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<tr>
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<td>22, 38, 52, 53, 60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McClinche, Chad</td>
<td>29, 75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McClinche, Taylor</td>
<td>19, 98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McClure, Alexis</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McClure, Merissa</td>
<td>18, 75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCoy, Heather</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Henah Callaway made the Varsity Volleyball Team as a Freshman. Rebecca Nowak took on her biggest role yet in Footloose. Rachel Waite went to State for swimming. Victor Tran managed to draw non-stop.